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TWO (MOSTLY) HONEST BOUNTY HUNTERS. ONE UNIMAGINABLE ALIEN SECRET.When

deep space bounty hunters Gunn and Salvo chase down a teenager linked to the catastrophic

loss of a space station, everything about the job feels off.For starters, the stolen ship is full of

priceless treasures from humanity's lost past.And then there's the target itself. It ain't quite

human, at least not like anybody has seen before.But the biggest red flag of them all? Honest

people are lying.So Gunn and Salvo do the one thing they swore they would never do on a job:

Get curious.Before they know it, they're the ones on the run with a bounty on their heads ...

and the fate of humanity in their hands.Included in the Gunn and Salvo Box Set:Galaxy

RunFriendly FireCalypso EndBygone StarWhat readers are saying about book 1:&�&�&�&�&� "It made me

fall in love with space stories!!"&�&�&�&�&� "LOTS of action, LOTS of twists, LOTS of fun!"&�&�&�&�&� "fantastic

stop action and a delicious amount of sarcasm."If you like your sci-fi packed with colorful

characters and pulse-pounding action, JUMP IN.
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Young:Galaxy RunGunn & Salvo Book 1Part 1The Job1Creek Gunnison tipped the spoonful of

Homegrown™ back onto his plate in disgust. “What do you think this stuff is?”Salvo rolled her

eyes at him. “What does it matter? It’s food.”“Humor me.”Salvo, who in general didn’t care much

for humoring anybody, sighed. “Mushroom pulp.”Gunnison wrinkled his nose. “No. You think?

That’s—”“Nutrient-rich, high in protein, easy to grow, and cheap to store.” Salvo pointed to her

eye, and Gunnison caught the glint of her implant when she turned her head. “I scanned it. It’s

mushroom pulp. If you don’t want to know, don’t ask.”Gunnison pushed his plate away. “Thanks

for that. I don’t think I can eat it now.”“It’s exactly as disgusting as it was before you asked me,”

said Salvo, digging her spoon into her own serving. “Now eat your pulp.”Not that Gunnison had

a lot of choice. Pickings had been slim lately, and the price of produced food—real food, grown

under real sunlight, in real soil—had skyrocketed again. Homegrown™ was still just as

affordable as always.With a sigh, Gunnison pulled his plate back and began to eat. “You know,

if we picked up a job…”“Then find one,” Salvo said. “I already checked once today.”“There’s

always something.” Gunnison fished his tablet out of his bag.“One that’s worth the time. And

this time, ideally, one that doesn’t get you shot.”“I don’t know what you’re complaining about,”

Gunnison grumbled as he began swiping through warrants. “It was my leg.”Uma Salvo had

been running with Gunnison off and on since their academy days. There’d been a three-year

period awhile back where they’d lost touch, but they never talked about it. Gunnison had his

reasons, and assumed Salvo did, too.Salvo was short, even by normal people’s standards, but

she fought dirty, and she was smarter than any other three people put together. Why she’d

hung around him this long was a mystery Gunnison doubted he’d ever solve.It wasn’t romantic.

Once, shortly after they’d first started running together, he’d gotten blind drunk and

propositioned her with his usual tact. He ended up with a fat lip for his trouble. They didn’t talk

about that, either.When it came to Salvo, a lot of things were better left unsaid.Gunnison kept

scanning warrants. Most of the listings had been sitting in the queue for weeks. Either the ships

in question hadn’t turned up, or their owners were paying the other crews to let them through

without pinging the main station on Ilium.Stabbing into the last of his Homegrown™, Gunnison

had to admit that a bribe or two wouldn’t go amiss. Not that he would ever take a bribe.Unless

someone wanted to bribe him with eggs. He groaned at the memory of scrambled eggs. Fresh,

dehydrated, it didn’t matter.“Nothing good, then, I take it?” asked Salvo, misinterpreting the

sound.“Drug runner, stolen salvage… hang on.” Gunnison tapped a new entry just as it

appeared. “Well, look at that.”Salvo looked up at him, letting her spoon dangle from her fingers

like a pendulum. “Care to share with the class?”“Pilot of stolen vessel, license 48QD2I-77. Use

minimum force,” he read aloud.Salvo waited for him to go on. When he didn’t, she raised her

eyebrows. “Is that it?”“Yup.”“Not much to go on.” Salvo waved her spoon dismissively.

“Pass.”“You sure?” Gunnison slid his tablet across the table to her. When she saw the reward,

her eyes widened.“No,” she said. “Absolutely not.”“You wanted something worth your time.”She

shoved the tablet back toward Gunnison with one finger, glaring at him. “People underbid. They



always do. If they’re offering that kind of money, it’s more trouble than it’s worth. Besides, you

don’t know who’s in that ship. Could be anything from a drug lord to a fully armed gang.”“Could

be a rich kid running off with daddy’s ship. If it was a drug runner, the feds wouldn’t care if we

blew ‘em to pieces so tiny they scattered all over the black. Rich people throw coin around like

it’s nothing, because to them, it is. Doesn’t mean the job will be easy. Just that it might actually

be worth it, for once.”Salvo took a sip of her coffee, glaring down at the tablet. “They don’t have

a tracker on the ship.”“We don’t have a tracker on us,” Gunnison pointed out.“Yes, because we

want to fly under the radar. Which means that whoever owns this ship doesn’t want to be

tracked on a good day.”She had a point, and the first hint of doubt tickled the back of

Gunnison’s mind. He didn’t like to admit it, but the most recent shot had frayed his nerves a

little. He wasn’t invulnerable.He’d known it before, but had never really acknowledged it.

Besides, for a long time, he hadn’t had anything to lose.Now he had Salvo, his ship Pasiphae,

and four years sober. Not much, but more than some people had. More than he’d had in a long

time.“How do you feel about asking the feds if they’ve got a read on her?” Salvo asked.They’d

helped break up a fencing ring a while back, and while the job hadn’t paid well, it had gotten

them in with the feds on Ilium, and given them a leg up when it came to requesting information.

The feds usually knew more than the warrants detailed. Bureaucracy had a way of burying

facts.“Are we tipping our hand?” asked Gunnison.“The warrant’s public, Gunn. Feds are going

to want her brought in. Somebody is getting a slice of the take.”“So does this mean you’re

in?”Gunnison could see her doing the math. An unknown amount of trouble, versus a very

definitive amount of cold, hard chitcoin.“This is a terrible idea,” she told him at last.Which

meant she was in.2Gunnison wasn’t proud of many things in life, but the Pasiphae was one of

them. He’d bought her at auction, all but scraped her shell, and rebuilt her from the bay floor

up.He’d started on Pasiphae during the time he and Salvo weren’t talking, and when he was

pretty much running on rye whiskey and bootleg moonshine. If Gunnison was honest with

himself, Pasiphae was just about the only thing that had kept him alive.“The feds have never

gotten back to me that fast,” Salvo said as they began the long walk through the terminal. “I’ve

got coordinates. Whoever’s after this ship really wants her brought in.”“Good. Desperate people

are more willing to pay.”“Are we restocked?”Gunnison nodded. “I even fixed the door

panel.”“Mm. The one that got shot, you mean?” She stuffed her hands into the pockets of her

loose trousers. “Gunn, can you do me a favor this time and not do anything stupid?”“I can’t

promise that.”“Then can you do me another favor instead? Add me to the will. If you get hit with

a pulse instead of a round next time, I want the Pasiphae.”Gunnison laughed. The sound

echoed through the high chamber of the docking terminal. “Nice to know you care, Salve, but I

already promised her to K-Pop.”During lean times, he and Salvo had done a few jobs with other

freelancers. K-Pop ran one of the best crews. Gunnison liked him well enough and counted him

among his friends, but he was just goading Salvo. In truth, the Pasiphae was as much hers as

his.“Last I heard, he was working planetary settlements,” Salvo said.“Seriously? Playing in

dirt?” Gunnison shuddered. He’d always lived in space. Horizons made him jittery.When they

reached bay 876-9, Gunnison pulled out his badge, swiping into the aerobridge that docked to

the Pasiphae. The moment they stepped in, Salvo’s whole demeanor shifted. She was always

wary in public spaces, curling in on herself and talking in a low voice, as if she thought that

someone might be listening in. Well, she was the one with the implant. For all Gunnison knew,

she might be right.Onboard the Pasiphae, Salvo opened up. Her stance widened, and her

shoulders relaxed.Gunnison knew exactly how she felt. Ilium might be home base, but the

Pasiphae was home.An hour later, Salvo scanned through the controls on her screen, piloting

a group of drones through the ship’s digital interface.“Encounter estimated in three minutes,”



she said.Gunnison glanced down at his tablet. “Minimum force,” he said. “No shooting her out

of the black, okay?”Salvo piloted her drones into formation. “I’ll try to take out the stellar panels.

Should do minimal damage to the ship and her crew, but it’ll leave them dead in the black.”“I’ll

broadcast a feed over to their nav board. Let them know we don’t intend to hurt anyone.”Salvo

looked up from her screen long enough to roll her eyes. “I hear what you’re saying, but maybe

we can wait until after I’ve knocked out their fuel supply to let them know we’re coming?”He

opened his mouth, but before he could respond, Salvo held up her hand.“I know. Rules of

engagement, et cetera, et cetera. Could you do me a favor, Gunn? Think back to the last time

we took the moral high ground.”“I seem to recall that we made it out alive.”“That’s an

uncomfortably low bar for success,” said Salvo drily. “We’re doing it my way this time.”The pilot

of the stolen vessel didn’t seem to have spotted their drones. Salvo split them up into three

groups, training their sights on the stellar panels. Gunnison kept the Pasiphae far enough back

to avoid rousing the other pilot’s suspicion, but still well within transmission range of the

drones.“Firing in five,” said Salvo. “Four…”A glint in one of the port cameras caught Gunnison’s

eye. “Salvo?”“Three… two…”“Salvo!” he said urgently. “Go dark!”“What?”Gunnison threw

himself across the console, slamming his palm down on the dial that refracted light across the

Pasiphae’s hull.“Dammit, Gunn, what are you doing? Now I’ve lost signal to the—”Salvo’s

complaints were interrupted by a burst of noise from the right rear thruster. Pasiphae rolled with

the force of an impact.3They’d gone dark just in time. Drones could only fire light artillery; when

the Pasiphae was running dark, her signal disruption shield scattered beams off the hull with

minimal damage.“We’re not the only ones with drones,” Gunnison snapped. “We can link back

up with yours later.”“Yeah, yeah.” Salvo reached for the joystick that controlled the rear

turret.“Maybe if we’d told them that we didn’t mean to hurt them…”Salvo’s implant allowed her

access to a vast range of knowledge, including a database of every known language. She

swore at him in six of them as she lined up her shot.Pasiphae’s guns, unlike drones, fired real

ammo. The low boom of the turret’s discharge echoed through the ship, and the drone burst

into a shower of sparks and shrapnel before spinning away through the night.“Nice shot.”Salvo

narrowed her eyes. “You’re losing the target.”She was right. The stolen ship had accelerated,

and was already disappearing into a faint pinprick among the stars.Gunnison only knew how to

swear in one language, but he did so fluently.The lights made a fizzing sound as Salvo took the

ship bright and immediately began regrouping her drones. “It looks like they only had one on

us.”Whoever the other pilot was, they clearly weren’t experienced. Gunnison would have

skipped by now, or gone dark, or at least made an effort to mislead his pursuer. This person

couldn’t even seem to fly in a straight line; they kept wobbling on their base axis, the way new

pilots did in ground training. Why in the hell would anyone steal a ship they didn’t know how to

fly?“Just confirming,” said Salvo. “What level of force are we going with here?”“Still minimal,”

said Gunnison. “Unless they pull another trick like that.”Salvo’s tablet beeped, and her eyes

widened. “Mine.”“What are you—”“There’s a mine!” she screamed. “Two o’clock.”There was no

point in going dark this time. Gunnison tried to course correct by firing the left thruster, but it

was too late. Pasiphae swung into the mine’s range just as it detonated.“We’re compromised.”

Salvo’s fingers whipped across the screen. “I’m sealing off the left cargo bay. We could lose

anything that’s down there.” She shook her head. “If we’d stayed on course…”She didn’t have

to finish her thought. Gunnison could picture what would have happened. They could replace

the contents of a compromised bay, but if the cockpit’s integrity had been nullified…“Hey,

Salvo? Let’s take her down.” He righted their course, locking in on the other ship. “Drones out

front, as far as the range will take them. If they drop another mine, they’ll trip it before we’re in

range. Then I want you on the turret.”“Am I aiming for the stellar panels?”“You’re aiming for



whatever the hell you can hit,” he growled.He heard the groan of the turret as Salvo swung it

around. “Ready on your mark.”“Five. Four. Three…”Gunnison braced for impact and arranged

his hands on the controls. They didn’t exactly teach you this in basic, but he’d grokked it early

on. He was precise enough by now that there was very little risk of blowing out the engine with

a wrong move.Very little.Almost none.“Two. One.”Gunnison’s right hand turned the engines all

the way up, while his left hand rested on the throttle that would send them rocketing toward

lightspeed. Really, you were supposed to engage it slowly, gradually, to avoid liquefying your

ship and everyone inside it.Gunnison only tapped it.He blinked, and the other ship jumped

closer.“Don’t hit a mine,” grumbled Salvo.“Just mind the gun.”They skipped again.“One more,”

he warned.His final tap on the throttle brought them alongside the other ship. Gunnison heard

the gun fire, and then watched the tail of the other ship wobble.It was always eerie, watching

something that size take a hit without a sound. The other ship whirled off-course, spinning end

over end.“Can we net her?” Gunnison asked.Salvo wriggled in her seat, flushed with

excitement, and examined her console. “There’s a small moon not too far from here. We can let

her land and just pick through the wreckage.”“What about the pilot?”“Pilot tried to shoot us and

burst us,” said Salvo, raising a condescending eyebrow. “What do you care?”Gunnison watched

the wounded ship tumble away through the black. “Might lose the value of the ship. And the

warrant.”“You,” said Salvo, jabbing a finger toward his face, “are a very difficult man to work

with. Fine. We’ll net her. But when we board, we’re taking weapons.”4The exterior of the ship

was a standard shell—nothing about it had stood out to Gunnison as remarkable. The inside,

however, was posher than just about anyplace else Gunnison had seen—or at least it had

been, before they’d shot her down. Wall hangings and antiques had been toppled and torn,

leaving shards of porcelain and glass scattered across the walkways, glinting in the yellow glow

of the backup lights. Pasiphae’s shot must have taken out the main generator and blipped out

their gravity field.Salvo paused by a curtain that hung across the doorway of one of the cabins.

It was blue, sheer, and draped strangely in her hand.“This is silk,” she said

wonderingly.“So?”“No, Gunn.” She looked up at him with wide eyes, still running the material

between her fingers. “Not the synth stuff. Real silk. I think it’s hand-dyed. See how the color

isn’t uniform?”Gunn reached over to touch it. The material was soft, and it wasn’t coated in the

plasticky residue of synthsilk.“Who outfits their ship with real silk?” asked Salvo.“Someone who

doesn’t expect it to get blasted out of the sky,” said Gunnison. “Or stolen, for that matter.”“But

why buy a standard shell and fill it with Earthly treasures?” Salvo hefted her rifle, reluctantly

letting go of the curtain.“My guess? Someone wants to travel incognito while still living the high

life. I bet the guts are all refitted, too.” He headed toward the cockpit, rifle at the ready. Glass

and porcelain were reduced to dust under his feet. Gunnison’s soles were thick. They could

take it.Salvo snorted and followed him down the hall. “Come on. Rich people only buy fancy

stuff so that they can show it off. They like to rub it in your face, prove how much better they are

than the rest of us.”“Only the ones who still feel like they have something to prove. The really

rich ones don’t give two chitcoins about what people like us think.”The cockpit had taken the hit

hard. Half the console was down, and the rest buzzed with alerts: power compromised, engine

compromised, life support compromised.The pilot lay on the floor, limbs splayed at awkward

angles, her long frizzy brown hair puffed around her like a halo. Her eyes were closed, but

Gunnison could see that she was breathing. She must have taken a pretty good blow to the

head.“What the hell,” Gunnison muttered. “It’s just a kid.”The girl whimpered. She couldn’t have

been more than eighteen years old, but she had a starved look to her, with sunken cheeks and

too-wide eyes. Her clothes were obviously new, and the gem at her throat looked like a real

ruby. From Earth. Gun couldn’t even imagine how much something like that cost. Some rich



pervert was probably keeping her as a pet, and had issued a vague warrant to avoid exposure

and public outcry.Gunnison stepped toward her, and the girl curled up into a ball, hiding her

face. Her keening grew louder.“Get back!” snapped Salvo. She lifted the rifle to her shoulder

and took aim. Gunnison caught the glint of the implant in her eye. Salvo must have gotten a

digital read on the girl and pulled her up in the GeneWiki.“She’s skin and bones, Salvo,” he

protested. “Whoever she is, you don’t need to shoot her.”“She’s not a who,” Salvo snapped.

“She’s a what.”Gunnison turned back to the girl. She was starting to wake up, and when she

blinked, she revealed eyes that were a blank and pixelated blue. Then the loading widget

popped up where her pupils should be.“A mod?” asked Gunnison. “So, what, she’s

hardware?”The girl’s eyes loaded, a dark brown bordering on black. She glared up at

Gunnison.“Who are you calling a mod?” she spat.“Stay back,” Salvo warned.Gunnison ignored

her, crouching down beside the girl. “She’s bleeding.”Salvo scoffed. “Mods don’t bleed.”“Well,

either they do, or this one’s not a mod.”“That’s what I told you,” the girl snapped. She bared her

teeth at Gunnison. They were straight, pearly, and even. A lifetime on Homegrown™ didn’t net

you teeth like that, not unless you could afford a dentist.Well, if you could afford a real ruby, you

could damn well afford a dentist.“So if you’re not a mod,” asked Gunnison, “and you’re not a

person, then what in Earth’s name are you?”The girl prodded her bleeding forehead, and

sighed when her fingers came away red.“Stop moving,” Salvo warned.The girl gave her a dead-

eyed stare. “If you’re going to shoot me, get it over with. It would simplify things for all of

us.”5Regency Walker didn’t trust most people as far as she could spit.She sat hunched in the

corner, glowering at the short, sturdy woman who’d kept the scope of her rifle trained on Ren

for the last twenty minutes. Ren respected that. She’d have done the same.“Awful quiet, aren’t

you?” asked the man. He was piloting the ship back the way they’d come, clearly playing the

good cop in the exchange. He was tall, and had long blond hair and a bit of a beard that would

have made Ren’s mother wrinkle her nose in disgust. Dirty blond, yes, but also just plain dirty.

The old air cycling units on these off-world stations left everything faintly greasy to the touch,

including the people.Ren said nothing. She was too busy thinking. Every moment in this junker

brought her a little closer to Grey. She needed a plan.The trouble was, she didn’t have one.

She’d risked everything on her getaway. It had seemed to be working, too, until these people

got involved.“Whose ship is it?” asked the woman.There was no good answer to that. Ren

decided on the truth. “A man I knew on Kri.”“Kri,” said the man. “Not a very rich settlement, is

it?”“It wasn’t.”“That’s changed?”Ren bit her lip and turned away. She knew who this man was;

she’d known a dozen of him back home. He thought the whole galaxy revolved around him.

Men like that couldn’t be trusted. They only ever looked out for themselves.Ren might have

trusted the woman, if she’d kept better company. As it was, she settled for silence.“Where were

you headed?” asked the woman.“Didn’t matter where,” Ren mumbled. Anywhere Grey wasn’t

would have suited her just fine.Unfortunately, Ren was a realist. Men like Grey didn’t have to be

nearby to make life difficult.“We’re almost there,” said the man cheerfully. “I have to say, you

gave us a run for our money.”“Money,” said Ren bitterly. “Of course.”The woman flashed her

partner an irritated look. “Don’t dock yet.”“Feds are waiting in the terminal,” the man argued,

and Ren’s stomach turned.“So pretend something’s malfunctioned,” the woman snapped. “She

tried to blow us up. I want answers.” She still hadn’t lowered her gun.“I’d think you’d want to

hand me over as soon as possible,” said Ren. “Collect your reward. That’s what he did, right?

Put out a warrant?”“Yes,” said the woman. “A big one. But I’m a bitter person. Maybe I want

revenge more than I want the coin.”“Salvo!” the man complained. “Think of the eggs!”“Then

shoot me,” said Ren. “Right between the eyes. I’d take it as a favor.”“Why?”“I’d rather go on my

own terms than go on his.”The woman, Salvo, gave a sharp little laugh and set her gun aside.



“You’re serious.”“You could say it was an accident,” said Ren. “You’d still get your money.”The

pair of them exchanged a glance, and for the first time she caught something in the man’s face

that was little deeper, a little more intelligent.“Kids always think they’re invulnerable, don’t

they?” said Salvo.The man nodded.“I’m not going to shoot you,” said Salvo, her voice gentler

now. “It’ll come out in the wash. You can put in a plea. A stolen ship? That’s nothing. A year in

juvie, maybe, but it’s not as bad as you think.”She really seemed to mean it.But Ren was a

realist, and she knew Grey.6The Pasiphae had brought in her fair share of outlaws. Gunnison

was used to meeting a couple of feds when they docked. Once, when they’d busted a White

Cloud drug lord, half a dozen fully armed special-ops soldiers had turned up to arrest him the

moment they set foot on station property.He’d known the girl was strange, but he hadn’t

guessed that she’d warrant a full escort.“Mr. Gunnison,” said Eldridge warmly at they stepped

into the terminal, “you don’t appear to be bleeding. Have you gotten wiser in your old

age?”Sergeant Eldridge wasn’t as tall as Gunnison, but he had the sort of presence that

instantly settled bar fights and made feral dogs come to heel. Gunnison liked him well enough—

he was fair, for a fed. Trustworthy, too, as far as that sort went. Some of these guys couldn’t tie

their own shoes without a mandate from up the chain. Eldridge thought for himself, and he was

one of the reasons they’d decided to settle here. Being on good terms with the local branch of

the feds made their work a lot easier.“Didn’t want to come on your own?” asked Gunnison. He

hooked his thumb toward the girl. “Afraid you couldn’t take her in a fair fight?”Eldridge’s gaze

flipped toward the girl, and his stoic expression flickered. Gunnison had never seen uncertainty

on Eldridge’s face before, and it took him a moment to recognize it.“You have to be careful with

mods,” he said. “You know what they can be like.”“I’ve heard stories,” said Gunnison, frowning.

“Is that what she is? Because—”Behind him, Salvo cleared her throat.“… because the warrant

didn’t specify,” he said.Eldridge squared his shoulders and gestured to the officers standing

behind him. Four of them moved forward, surrounding the girl, while the rest kept their guns

trained on her.“Regency Walker, you are being impounded by the government until your owner

arrives. Until then, you will be considered the property of Ilium, and subject to all laws and

regulations thereof.”“Impounded?” asked Gunnison. “Not arrested?”“She’s a mod,” said

Eldridge dismissively. “She’s property, not a person. Come along, Walker.”The girl was escorted

away. As she passed, she shot Gunnison the dirtiest look he’d ever received in his life.Shoot

me, she’d said. I’d take it as a favor.Eldridge reached for his tablet. “The stolen ship will also be

impounded until its owner arrives. Someone will be along to collect it shortly. In the

meantime…” He punched in a keycode, and Gunnison’s tablet pinged a few seconds later.

“There’s your reward. Thank you for your help. Salvo, good to see you. Always a pleasure.” He

gave them a thin smile, then followed in the wake of his team, leaving Gunnison and Salvo

alone in the bay.“That was… weird,” said Gunnison into the silence. “What do you make of

it?”Salvo took his elbow. “Not here,” she said softly. “We’ll talk on the ship.”Right, thought

Gunnison, in case they’re recording us. Most of the time, he couldn’t care less about who might

be watching. What did he have to hide?But that girl wasn’t a mod, and Eldridge had known it,

and he’d gone along with it anyway.He followed Salvo back onto the Pasiphae, locking the door

behind them.When honest men started lying, that was the time to start watching your

back.7Salvo’s father had insisted that she get the implant. You’ll be glad you did, he’d

promised. You’ll be able to see things the rest of us can’t. Where ordinary people see

indefinable beauty, you’ll see the Golden Ratio. When reckless men think their odds of success

are high, you’ll be able to calculate the exact trajectory of that bullet. You’ll never have to guess,

Uma. You’ll always know.What he hadn’t considered was that, even when you saw the bullet

coming, the implant couldn’t tell you how to stop it.“So.” Gunnison swiveled his chair to face



Salvo. “What are you thinking?”“Mods don’t bleed. Mods don’t ask you to shoot them between

the eyes.” Salvo rubbed her temples. “I wish you could see like I do, Gunn. The girl is…”“I can’t

see,” said Gunn. “Explain it.”The trouble was, Salvo wasn’t sure how. When she’d first looked at

the girl—what had Eldridge called her? Regency?—she’d only seen the machinery. The

mechanical eyeballs, the electrode pathways connecting her ears to her eyes to her brain,

fizzing with blue energy, alive in the way only computers were. Salvo could calculate data faster

than anyone she knew, with the help of the implant, but hardware had never been her

specialty.She knew people, of course, who could untangle that mess. One person in particular.

Salvo refused to think about him.What she couldn’t explain was the fact that, despite the

network of wires and electrical connections sparking in Regency’s head, the rest of her was

human.“She’s part meat,” Salvo mumbled.Gunnison coughed. “Excuse me?”“She’s mostly a

person,” Salvo tried again. “I thought she was software, because of her eyes and her neutral

pathways—listen, Gunn, she’s hardware inside her head, but she runs like a person.”Gunnison

mulled this over before finally admitting, “I don’t understand.”“I don’t either.” Salvo paced

around the small cabin. “If someone gave me a manual, I might be able to parse it, but as it is, I

can only go by what I see. The thing is, if she was a program, she’d be running all the time. She

doesn’t. She blips. She thinks. She’s human, with hardware, running… human software. She is

the program.”“You ever heard of anything like that?” asked Gunn.He seemed to forget,

sometimes, that her own experience didn’t form the limits of her knowledge. Salvo had been

running network searches ever since Gunnison had said, She’s bleeding.People like Regency

didn’t exist. Prosthetics? Sure. Implants? Obviously. Upgrades? If you could afford them. But

even the concept of human software was an oxymoron.And yet, the implant didn’t lie. Salvo

had seen the girl’s processes with her own eyes.Which meant she might very well be the only

one of her kind in the universe.“I’m not finding anything.”“Well, it doesn’t matter, does it?” asked

Gunnison, kicking his feet up into the dash. “Whoever she is, whatever she is, she’s in custody.

Impounded. We’ve got our coin, and we can do what we like with it.”Salvo scowled at

him.“What? We’ve never bothered about what happens to them before. We serve the warrant,

we get paid, we go on our merry way. End of story.”“We shouldn’t have handed her over, Gunn,”

said Salvo bluntly. “Not until we knew what she was. Not when she seemed to

think…”Gunnison watched her, arms folded and head tipped to the side, his long legs still

propped up on the ship. He was trying to look casual.Salvo had spent a long enough time

around Gunnison to know that when he looked like one thing, he felt the opposite. When he

looked utterly calm, he was panicking on the inside. When he acted cocky and brash, it was

because he was terrified.When he wanted people to think he was at ease? That’s when he was

listening for gunfire.“We should have asked more questions,” Salvo insisted.Gunnison scoffed.

“Since when did you grow a conscience?”“Since when do you care more about money than

people?”He opened his mouth to protest, and then shut it again. He looked tired, Salvo

realized. When they were dodging mines and skipping through the black, he’d been keyed up,

excited, thrumming with adrenaline. He liked danger.Salvo didn’t need the implant to make

sense of that. Gunn had flirted with addiction on more than one occasion. He liked the high, but

hated the consequences.Gunnison looked down at his folded hands. “Eldridge knew. He could

tell that something was up.”That gave her pause. “Gunn, if you’d looked at her, what would you

have thought she was?”Gunnison shrugged. “I’d have assumed she was a person.”“But if I’d

told you she was a mod? Other than the scratch on her forehead, what would you have

thought?”“I’d have believed you.”“Because I’m your friend?”“That, too.” Gunnison pointed into

his eye. “And because you know things I don’t.”“Who told Eldridge she was a mod?”“His higher-

ups, probably.” Gunnison frowned. “Sorry, but what’s your point?”Salvo sank into the other



chair, her eyes darting back and forth, trying to pinpoint the source of her discomfort. “Eldridge

has never struck me as a troublemaker. He follows the rules.”Gunnison smirked and jerked his

chin toward the door. “Eldridge? That guy huffs command directives like they’re White

Cloud.”“Not this time.” Salvo looked up. “He wouldn’t have been able to see the difference.

Which means that if he thinks something’s up, it’s because he doesn’t trust his orders.”“Now

you’re being paranoid,” said Gunnison. “That would mean that whoever wanted that girl brought

in…” He trailed off into silence, staring out toward the endless night, his eyes as unfocused as

Salvo’s became when she was scanning the feed.“It means he doesn’t trust whoever put out

the warrant,” Salvo finished for him. “It means that something shady is going on, and his higher-

ups have told him to look the other way.”They sat in silence, considering the implications of this.

Gunnison tapped the heel of his boot against the dash.“We could just look the other way,” he

said at last. “It doesn’t have to be our problem.”“We handed her over. We took the coin.” Salvo

shook her head, looking away from him in disgust. “We made it our problem.”Gunnison got up

and gathered his things. “I’ll think about it.”He left her there, quietly fuming in the cabin of the

Pasiphae.Times like these, Salvo wondered if she should have ever come back.8Creek

Gunnison had spent the better part of two years so drunk that time had lost all meaning. When

you lost people, you got hurt. He had no intention of getting hurt like that again.Salvo might

want to take the moral high ground, but it was one thing to play by the rules, and another thing

entirely to go looking for trouble. Gunnison didn’t know this girl. He didn’t care about her.

Thanks to whatever stupid mistakes she’d made before their paths crossed, Gunnison could

afford to eat now. Real coin, real food. End of story.He didn’t realize where he was headed until

he found himself in front of the old-fashioned double door outside the Hermes Taproom.We’re

through with that, he reminded himself. We gave this up, remember?The hell with that, retorted

the angry, greedy, self-destructive thing that lived inside him. The only person you made that

promise to is yourself, and you hate that guy.Before he could talk himself out of it, Gunnison

pushed open the door and stepped through.There was a certain kind of bar that had always

appealed to Gunnison. He didn’t like the places that served wine and fancy off-world brews. If

the place had a cocktail menu, it wasn’t worth his time.The Hermes, however, was exactly

Gunn’s kind of place: a little grimy, a little rough, with not a top-shelf bottle to be found behind

the bar.“What can I get for you, brother?” asked the thickset man polishing glasses at the staff

sink.The place was empty. Perfect. Gunnison didn’t need anyone there to watch him topple off

the wagon, even if they didn’t grok the implications.“I’d like a shot of Back Acre,” he said,

pointing to an all-too-familiar bottle with a red-lettered label. “Neat.”The bartender nodded

amiably. “That’ll cure what ails you.” He poured a finger of the golden liquid and slid it across to

Gunnison.Gunnison lifted the glass and breathed in the sharp, bitter scent. Then, reluctantly,

he put the glass down again. “You get many folks coming through?”The bartender frowned.

“You looking for someone? If so, you might want to pack up. I don’t rat on the clientele.”“Just

making conversation. I’ve been thinking about going to Kri, and I wondered if you’d met folks

from out that way.”“Kri.” The bartender’s eyebrows rose. “What’s got you thinking about that

place?”“I know someone from out that way.”“Then you haven’t heard the news, brother, and I’m

sorry to be the one to tell you. Kri is gone.”Gunnison leaned back on the stool. The other man’s

ruddy, bearded face was full of real sympathy, and just a hint of fear. “What do you mean,

gone? Abandoned?”“The outpost went on blackout a couple days back.”They stared each

other, and Gunnison felt his shoulders tightening. Little kids might dream of monsters under the

bed, but anyone with enough sense to know better feared one thing above all else: a blackout.

When the power died on an outpost, it took everything with it. Power, gravity, air recyc,

pressure locks. Everything.God help the poor souls left on-base. Gunnison liked to think that



the shock or the cold would knock them out before their bodies burst open from the inside, but

the only people who could say for sure were in no shape to report back. Gunnison had seen a

lot of people dead and dying, and he couldn’t think of a worse way to go.Apparently, that girl

couldn’t either. Shoot me, she’d said. Given a choice between a death by blackout and a bullet

in the brain, Gunnison knew which one he’d choose.“You have any idea what happened?”

asked Gunnison.“Nobody has much to say on the matter. It’s under investigation,” said the

bartender, but the way he said it…Salvo might be able to read data, but Gunnison read people.

“You’ve heard something, though?”“Speculation.”“Please.” Gunnison’s grip on the glass

tightened. “I need to know what happened to my friend.”The man relented. “The last few weeks

before the settlement went offline, some of the supply ships said people were acting odd.

Confused, maybe. And there were a lot of… disappearances.”“Contagion?” The thought was

horrifying. Hell, he’d been in the room with that girl, wandered around her ship, touched every

damn shiny thing he saw without thinking twice…“Maybe. But no sign of it, and no sign of

survivors. It’s a military hot zone now. Sorry for your loss, brother.”Gunnison felt like he’d been

punched in the temple by an unseen fist. Who was to say that what happened on Kri couldn’t

happen here in Ilium?No wonder that girl had hated them for turning her over. Salvo was right.

They should have asked more questions.He tried to imagine what it would be like if Ilium went

on blackout, how it would look if the vacuum failed and the whole of the station was left mute

and inert, nothing left of the people here except the splatter where they’d burst open, assuming

they didn’t freeze first.Tried, and failed. All he could picture was Salvo’s face, with a film of

silent frost across her empty eyes.Gunnison got unsteadily to his feet.“Your drink, brother,” the

big man reminded him.“Right.” Gunnison pulled out his tablet and swiped a handful of chitcoin

into the Hermes’ account, including a generous tip.He left the glass, still full, sitting on the bar

when he went.9Gunnison didn’t keep track of Salvo’s every waking move. If they didn’t have

their own privacy now and again, they would have gone mad.Or Salvo would have killed him

outright. One of the two.Still, she was predictable, just as Gunnison suspected he was. He

found her in the station’s Parc, the place she always went when she needed to think.“We

should talk,” he said.Salvo didn’t look at him. She kept her eyes fixed on the simulant tiger

roaming restlessly among the potted plants.“Where were you?” she asked.“No place special.

Listen, I…”“Liar,” she spat. “You’re an idiot, Gunn. I’m on the account, too. I got pinged with the

receipt. How much did you drink?”“Nothing,” he said, holding up his hands between

them.“Nothing,” Salvo sang back mockingly. “No place. Christ on a filament, Gunn, if you’re

going to lie, at least make it believable.”“Look at me,” he said, feeling utterly drained. “Scan me.

I bought a drink, but I didn’t drink it. Not a drop. I swear.”The look on Salvo’s face when she

turned was one of utter disappointment. He stood there, arms open and breathing heavily, in

case that made it easier for her to scan him, or breathalyze him, or whatever. Gunnison wasn’t

entirely sure how the implant worked, and Salvo had never offered up an explanation.“What do

you want to talk about?” she asked at last.“You were right about the girl.”“I’m right about most

things,” she said, smirking.Good. Sarcasm. Sarcasm usually meant he was forgiven.Gunnison

sat down next to her, pretending to watch the tiger. The truth was, he hated these things. The

Parc itself was nice, but the simulants were depressing. Humanity had killed off all the real

tigers a few centuries ago, but they still wanted to look at them.Gunnison preferred real things.

Not that he’d ever seen a real tiger, but he was sure it wouldn’t be as sad as this one. Even in

the program, it looked trapped and skittish.“Kri went on blackout a few days ago.”Salvo looked

across at him sharply, and then her eyes narrowed. They did that whenever she was focusing

especially hard on something in her feed. It was kind of cute.Not that Salvo was cute. Not that

he would ever think of her that way. It was because he’d been imagining what would happen if



they all died, that was it. Thinking too hard about his own mortality always made him do stupid

things. Try to drown himself in Back Acre and smuggled hooch, for example, or look a little too

hard at a close friend who was definitely not interested.“You’re right. God.” Salvo flinched away

and gagged. “Some sicko posted pictures.”“Can’t you avoid them?”“They were embedded in

the feed readout. It’s a nightmare. Gunn, those people had no idea what was coming.”“So what

did?”Salvo exhaled. The tiger started another loop around its cage.“Walk with me,” she

said.They ambled past a few more simulants—the elephant, the giraffe, and the velociraptor—

while Salvo went through her feed, and then moved into the part of the Parc that Gunnison

actually enjoyed: the aquarium. There were actual fish here, in with the simulant sharks and

penguins. Most of them were freshwater specimens, bass and catfish and tilapia, and the tanks

were periodically harvested as an additional food supply when their numbers swelled beyond

the capacity of what the filtration system could support. These fish weren’t as interesting to

look at as the simulants, but they were actually alive, and Gunnison found the erratic,

unexpected quality of their movements soothing. They didn’t do things because they were

programmed to. They did them because they chose.“It’s weird,” said Salvo, once they were

inside the walkthrough tunnel that bisected the aquarium. “I’m seeing all kinds of theories on

the message boards, but no official statement. The feds usually put out some kind of cover

story, even if it’s total BS.”“You think that girl knows what happened? Is that why they wanted

her?” Gunnison hesitated. “You think she saw what happened?”Salvo stopped in her tracks.

“Gunn. She said that she wanted to go on her own terms, not his.”The implications of that were

ugly. Gunnison found himself shying away from them, rejecting them out of hand. “You think

some mystery guy pulled the plug on Kri? On purpose?”“The same person who put out the

warrant, probably.”Gunnison turned to her. Salvo’s face was twisted with horror.“That’s a

serious conspiracy theory you’ve got going, Salve. I mean, can you imagine turning the lights

out on that many people?”“You’d have to be a monster,” she muttered. “The kind of monster

who’d make a girl ask for a bullet to the head if it meant she didn’t have to see you again.”“It’s

not our problem,” said Gunnison. “The feds have her now, they’ll sort it out. They might be

covering some things up while they do damage control, but they’re not going to let someone

get away with wiping out a whole settlement. They’re probably using her as a lure. Anyway, you

know Eldridge. He’ll have it covered.”“The feds on Kri probably thought they had things

covered, too. And besides, the feds aren’t the ones who brought her here.” Salvo gave him a

pointed look.If Salvo was right, someone was after Regency Walker. Someone who was willing

to wipe out a whole settlement to cover his tracks.And they’d brought her to Ilium.10Everett

Eldridge had dreamed of holding a command position since he was old enough to talk. His

mother had worked her way up to the office of general before she retired, and his grandfather

had been an admiral in his day.Eldridge believed in the system. It had worked for his family, and

it would work for him.As he sat across the table from Sergeant Major Lyca, he tried to hold his

guiding principles in mind. The system would be fair. It had to be.Lyca was making it hard to

focus. There was something wrong with his eyes.“I expect you to accommodate Ambassador

Grey in all aspects of his mission,” said Lyca. “He’s a good friend to the Federation, and we

need to make sure that his work goes smoothly.”“What exactly is his work?” Eldridge

asked.Lyca frowned. “I…” His gaze flicked around the room, finally landing on Eldridge. “Are

you talking back to me, Sergeant?”“I’m asking how I might best be expected to assist him,” said

Eldridge smoothly. Inside, he had begun to catalogue the list of things wrong with the situation,

the most glaring of which was Sergeant Major Lyca himself. For as long as Eldridge had known

him, he’d had a thick accent that gave him away as a backwater settlement immigrant from the

first syllable, and tended to rely on idioms that often meant nothing to the station types who’d



never set foot on real soil. Eldridge, an immigrant himself, had never minded the fact that it

sometimes took a moment to parse the man’s sentences.He minded now, though, because the

accent was gone.“He’ll fill you in on the details,” said Lyca dismissively. “He has total clearance.

He asks for something, you give it to him. Understood?”Eldridge took a slow sip of his caffeine

supplement. Do whatever the civilian tells you didn’t line up with any other command Eldridge

had ever been given. “As you say, sir.”“I knew I could count on you, Eldridge.” Lyca leaned

across the table and slapped his shoulder. “You’re a smart young man, with a very bright future

ahead of you.” Lyca had said that sort of thing before, but this time, there was no feeling in the

words. It sounded like he was reading them off a teleprompter.“Thank you, sir.”“One more

thing, Sergeant. You have the girl?” Lyca’s expression shifted into something knowing and dark.

“She’s properly accounted for?”Eldridge tried to keep his breathing even. He might not have

grokked what was happening, but Lyca—or whatever was using Lyca—had just tipped his

hand.Girl. Not mod.So much for the party line.“Yes, sir.”“Good,” said Lyca, leaning forward with

a hungry, wolfish grin. “Keep her safe. Don’t let her out of your sight. Don’t let anyone talk to

her. She’s dangerous, Eldridge. She shouldn’t be underestimated, and she can’t be

trusted.”Eldridge’s hand, the one clutching his cup of caffeine, began to shake. He rested his

forearm on the table, hoping that the other man hadn’t noticed. “Yes, sir.”“Excellent.” Lyca

collapsed backward into his chair, and the vague, sleepy expression returned to his face. “Very

good. You’re a smart young man.”That, thought Eldridge, staring down into the ripples of his

drink, was precisely his problem.When Lyca left, Eldridge headed down to the impound room.

They’d locked the girl in there. Or the mod. Or whatever she was.Two corporals stood outside

the room, guns at the ready.“Have either of you talked to it?” asked Eldridge, catching himself

just before he said her.“No, sir,” said Corporal Allen. “It was making a racket in there for a while,

but it’s settled down now.”“Excellent. Don’t engage. I’m going in.”They exchanged a nervous

glance. “No gun, sir?”“I’ll rely on you to shoot it if it comes after me.” Eldridge gave them an

easy smile. He could see them relax at once.That was the thing about confidence. If people

sensed it on you, they’d believe anything you said, even if you didn’t buy it.Eldridge nodded

toward the door, and Corporal Pritchard swung it open while Allen trained her rifle on the

doorway. Eldridge nodded his approval.“I’ll be in there for five minutes. Knock first. If I don’t

answer, leave the door closed. Understood?”They nodded solemnly, and Eldridge stepped

through.The girl was sitting in the far corner, her arms wrapped around her knees. She looked

up sharply when Eldridge entered.“What do you want?” she asked dully. “Is he here

already?”“Who?” asked Eldridge. “Ambassador Grey?”“Ambassador?” Her lip curled in disgust.

“Is that what he’s calling himself now?”Eldridge glanced back at the door, then reached into his

pocket. Regency Walker flinched away, clearly expecting something much worse than the MRE

he held out to her. When her eyes focused on the packet, he heard the little growl of hunger

that burst out of her.“Here.” Eldridge tossed them across the room to her. “Still sealed. They’re

safe.”She eyed the packet warily, then pounced on it, tearing it open with her teeth. Eldridge

watched in silence as she gobbled it down.His five minutes were almost up. “Give me the

trash,” he said. “I’ll get some water to you later.”The girl looked up from her hasty meal. “Why

bother?”“You need it, right? Because you’re not a mod.”“Brilliant,” she said sarcastically. She

reminded Eldridge of his sister the last time he’d seen her: prickly and irreverent and angry. A

teenager.Nobody programmed mods to act like teenagers.“I’m not your enemy.”“Maybe not,”

said Regency. “But you’re helping him, aren’t you?”Eldridge collected the trash and stuffed it

back into his pocket. He wasn’t sure what would happen if anyone found out that he had a

theory at all, much less that he’d tested it. He didn’t want to know.“Stay right there. They’ll

shoot you if you move.”The knock came right when he’d expected, and Eldridge backed toward



the door. “Clear to open,” he said loudly.“It doesn’t matter,” said the girl quietly. “It won’t matter

how much you try to cover your tracks. He’ll work it out.”“I’m not an idiot,” Eldridge hissed, as

the lock turned on the door.Regency shook her head, a bitter smile twisting her mouth into a

snarl. “Won’t matter. You can’t hide anything from Grey.”An hour ago, Eldridge would have

scoffed at her warning. But he’d seen the look on Lyca’s face, and heard the difference in the

man’s voice.For the first time in his life, Eldridge doubted the system and his place in it.11“We’ll

monitor the communications,” said Salvo, tapping her way across Pasiphae’s screen. “I’ll keep

an eye on the local feeds…”“An eye,” said Gunnison, lifting his eyebrows significantly. “Get it?

Good one.”“Hilarious,” said Salvo. “Keep making jokes. When Ilium goes on blackout, at least

you’ll have the last laugh.”“What do you really think we’re going to be able to accomplish?”

Gunnison asked, frustrated. “We’re going to take on this guy and, what? Every federal official

on Ilium? This guy’s connected, Salve. He’s got coin to burn and an in with the military.”“What’s

your solution?” she countered. “Because I swear to every god in every pantheon, Gunn, if you

say that we should leave…”Gunnison had already turned the idea over in his mind. He didn’t

like it, but he was keeping it on the back burner. If things went skyward, he’d drag Salvo off the

station kicking and screaming if he had to.“We don’t know what’s going on,” Salvo continued.

“Maybe we can sabotage him somehow, or maybe we’ve misread the whole situation. Wild

speculation isn’t proof. Maybe the girl’s the one who blew Kri open, and this guy’s trying to stop

her.”Gunnison knew what she was doing. He’d done it enough himself, hadn’t he? Find a story

that makes you look like the good guy, and run with it.“Maybe,” he said.“So we’ll monitor.” Salvo

went back to work. “And if we see anything weird, we’ll interfere. If we can find this guy, I want

to scan him. See what we’re dealing with.”Ilium was a busy port, which made the business of

scanning every ship more tedious than Gunnison had anticipated. Salvo was better at it than

he was, so after a while Gunnison turned to his tablet and started scrolling through the network

the good, old-fashioned way.Salvo was right. There were photos of the aftermath on Kri. Not

many of them, but more than Gunnison wanted to see.He made himself look. Not just at the

wreckage, which was bad enough, but at the older photos too, which was somehow worse.

Everyone in these photos was gone. Ruptured. Even if the structures could be reclaimed, Kri

would be a ghost town. More likely it would be scavenged for parts. Nobody would want to

resettle an outpost that had been blown open once already. It was hard enough to sleep when

you thought too hard about the fact that only a fiberglass hull and a stellar generator kept the

vastness of space at bay.He reached one of the pics, and paused. “Salve?”“Mm?”Gunnison

dragged his finger across the screen, enlarging the photo of Kri’s midsummer celebration

posted to a local blog. “Is this her?”“Who?” Salvo glanced at his screen. “Oh, wow. Where did

you find that?”The smiling face of Regency Walker looked up at him. She looked years

younger, although the photo was only weeks old. Whatever she’d seen in the meantime had

made her hard.Gunnison shrank the picture again, examining the faces around hers. Regency

stood beside a woman sporting long, elaborate braids, beaded with bright baubles. She had

her arm around Regency. That was her mother; Gunnison would have bet the Pasiphae on

it.“You think her mother was still on Kri when…” He swallowed the last words.Salvo didn’t

answer.On the woman’s other side, a tall, slim man smiled up through the screen. His hand

rested on Mrs. Walker’s shoulder.Gunnison squinted at the picture. A gold chain ran around the

man’s neck, and a red pendant caught the light from among the folds of his shirt.Regency had

been wearing that necklace.“Must be her dad,” said Salvo. “Hell’s switchboard, imagine losing

your family like that.”“At the same time, too.” Gunnison sighed. “Poor kid.”If Salvo had an

opinion on the fact that Gunnison was starting to regret turning Regency over to the feds, she

didn’t comment on it. Instead, she went back to scanning.“We could be here for days,”



Gunnison complained, setting the tablet aside.“Mm,” said Salvo. “Look at this. There’s a supply

ship coming in from Palambak.”“Fascinating,” said Gunnison, rubbing his eyes. He could really

use some sleep. And some decent food, now that they could afford it.“They’re pinging the local

fed feed,” said Salvo.Now that was interesting. Gunnison sat up. “Palambak’s not far from

where Kri was, right?”“Exactly. I’m pulling up the crew roster for the Phoebus.” Salvo tapped her

screen, then frowned. “Roster’s locked. That’s weird. You think I should try hacking their

communications?”“Is that even a question?” asked Gunnison. “Bring it up.”Salvo tried, then

snarled at her screen. “They’ve got a workaround. Somebody knows their stuff.”“Are you telling

me that a supply ship’s communication line is more secure than the fed line?” Gunnison

snorted. “I guess that shouldn’t surprise me.”“I can’t get audio,” said Salvo, “but I can—oh.

Oh.”“What?” Gunnison peered over her shoulder.Salvo had pulled up the video component of

the call. The captain was speaking. Gunnison wished he could read her lips.“Who’s she?”“Don’t

know,” said Salvo. “But I know him.” She pointed to a blurry figure hovering in the background of

the call.Gunnison grabbed his tablet, holding the photo of Regency and her mother up beside

the video. “Same guy, right?”“Same guy,” said Salvo.The man in the photo wasn’t dead in the

black, after all.12Uma Salvo wasn’t a big fan of mysteries. She’d never needed to be. Ever

since she’d gotten the implant, she’d been able to see right through the chaos of the universe

to the patterns lying beneath.This pattern was ugly, and worse, she couldn’t make sense of

it.“If he lived on Kri, why would he kill everybody?” mused Gunnison.“There are sociopaths

everywhere,” said Salvo. “Now, quiet. I need to be able to think.”“I can think, too,” Gunnison

muttered.Salvo sighed, already scrolling through Kri’s public records. “Regency Walker… there

she is. The only other Walker I’m finding is Nina.” She leaned back over Gunnison’s tablet. “Yup.

Facial records match.”Gunnison zoomed in on the image of the man. “What about him?”“Like I

said, no other Walkers, but as far as facial recognition…” Salvo frowned. “Nothing. No name.

Just some old junk images—lookalikes, you know, from a long way back.”“Weird.” Gunnison

drummed his fingers on the dash.Salvo refocused, letting her feed go dormant. “What are you

thinking? No, it doesn’t matter—just stop it. Any time you get a look like that, you’re on the

verge of suggesting something incredibly stupid.”“That ever happen before? Someone coming

up blank?”“No way.” Salvo waved her hand dismissively. “Everyone has a digital trail. Given

enough time, I can pull up your dental records, a list of every shot you’ve ever had, every arrest

record and civic violation—heck, every coin you’ve spent in your life. But this guy’s null.”“What

about the girl?”Salvo frowned. “Regency?”She hadn’t thought of that before, but now that she

started to pull up Regency’s history, she could trace her digital footprint right back to her birth

certificate. The feds would be able to access those records, right? They’d be able to see that

Regency had been living on Kri with her mother since she was born.Born, and not

manufactured.“This is too weird,” she mumbled.“Okay.” Gunn got to his feet. “I’m over it. Stay

here and scan the feed if you want. I’m going to get some answers.”He loped out the door, and

Salvo darted after him. “No! Remember what I said? No bad ideas!”Gunnison didn’t even slow

down, and his long stride made it so that Salvo had to practically jog to keep up with him. “You

said he was on a supply ship, right? Well, let’s meet him at the gate.”“And say what?” Salvo

demanded. “Hello, sir, but by any chance did you just slaughter hundreds of civilians in one of

the most hideous ways possible? Get a grip, Gunn. Getting shot is one thing, but if we’re

right…”“If you’re right,” said Gunnison, stopping in his tracks and gesturing to Salvo’s eye.

“Look, we only have a theory, and half of that is based on a bunch of junk you pulled from the

net. And look, that’s great, but records can be tampered with. Just because you can’t find

anything doesn’t mean he’s a ghost in the system. I want to see him with my own eyes.”“You

think you can see if he’s trouble just by looking at him?”“Tell you what.” Gunnison held out a



hand, palm-up. “We’ll go together. You’ll see if you can match him on the GeneWiki, and I’ll see

if he gives off creeper vibes, and we’ll go from there.”“What do you think that will look like?”

asked Salvo.Gunnison shrugged. “If we decide he’s a baddie, we’ll shoot him in the head.

Kinda poetic, don’t you think?”Salvo folded her arms. “Be serious. For once.”“I am being

serious. If it’s a choice between getting locked up forever, or letting Ilium go dark… well, I know

what I’d go with.”After a long moment, Salvo rolled her eyes and shook his hand. “Fine. But no

guns this time. We can always shoot him later.”Gunnison grinned. “That’s the spirit.”The implant

didn’t always give her pure data. Sometimes it showed Salvo things she didn’t understand. It

would have been easy just to get a math equation, with variables left open for interpretation,

but sometimes Salvo could only see half of the answers until she figured out the right

questions to ask.Regency Walker had a birth record. She also had a head full of wires, and

eyeballs that had to load before she could use them to see. Salvo’s implant could provide the

dots, but not connect them.Other times, it made things all too clear.The moment Salvo laid

eyes on the crew of the Phoebus, she could see that they weren’t right. Their heads were full of

smoke. Not on the outside, but on the inside.“Hold on,” she said.Gunnison, who never listened,

just kept walking.Salvo scurried after him, feeling the same shrinking sensation she always did

under public scrutiny. She hated crowds.The commercial part of the bay was busy, and Salvo

found herself sidestepping little clusters of spice traders from Aeaea, bamboo cotton

merchants from Han, and a woman with a dozen yellow carbon-fiber crates of chickens—real

chickens, with feathers and beaks and everything—wheeling her disgruntled goods along the

terminal.Unlike the rest of the crowd, the Phoebus’ crew was keeping to themselves, silently

unloading the crates stamped with the Palambak Mining Corp’s logo.Gunnison stopped one of

the men, showing him the tablet.“Sorry, quick question… have you seen this guy?”The man’s

eyes widened. “The passenger.”“So he’s on your ship, yeah?” Gunnison looked over his

shoulder to give Salvo a smug smile. Sometimes she liked him well enough. The rest of the

time, she thought he could use a good punch in the nose. Like now, for example. The man had

no poker face.“Any chance we could see him?” asked Gunnison.“See… who?”Gunnison rolled

his eyes. “The passenger. Can we see him?”The man’s face went slack, and his gaze settled

on someplace in the middle distance. “See him.”Gunnison shot Salvo a helpless look, but she

just stood behind him, her hands stuffed into the pockets of her cargo pants, not meeting his

eyes. Instead, she was watching the crewman, trying to make sense of the fog in his brain.As it

was, that meant that neither of them was looking when the passenger approached.“Looking for

me?” he asked, gesturing to Gunnison’s tablet.Gunnison swung around. “Ah, just the man I

was hoping to meet!” His grin was wide and confident, because Gunn was always confident.

He’d have flashed that same arrogant grin to a pit of poisonous vipers right before jumping

in.The newcomer folded his hands behind his back and bowed slightly at the waist. “Daedalus

Grey, at your service.”Salvo would have given him a fake name, but so far the man hadn’t

acknowledged her. Instead, Gunn plowed ahead without so much as hesitating.“Creek

Gunnison. What a pleasure to meet you, sir. My partner and I are lucky to make your

acquaintance.”Why bring me into it? thought Salvo bitterly. But then the man’s eyes were on

her, and it was nearly impossible to think of anything else.Daedalus Grey was not in the

GeneWiki.The implant told her that his charcoal suit was made of real silk, like the curtain in

his stolen spaceship, with a threadcount of 120. It had probably cost more than everything

Salvo owned, and even that was nothing compared to the value of the gold ring he wore.

Everything about him was impractical. That would have been enough to make Salvo uneasy,

but the thing inside the suit was even more intimidating.Grey was shaped like a man, but he

was not a man. That was all that Salvo could tell.Salvo didn’t care for mysteries, but not



understanding the clues was different from not knowing anything at all. She hadn’t understood

so until that moment, because she’d never met anyone so totally blank before, but absolute

ignorance terrified her.As did the man looking at her now, with his vague smile and fine suit

and flat, blank eyes.“And why were you looking for me?” asked Grey.“We’re the ones who

brought that mod in on your warrant,” said Gunnison. “It’s such a relief, knowing that it’s not on

the loose anymore. You can’t have trash like that just lolling about in the black. Could be

dangerous. Thanks for looking out for the public good.”Grey smiled, but his eyes didn’t change.

He looked hungry, like the shark simulant from the Parc. “I should be thanking you.” He held out

a hand, and Gunnison reached out to shake it.Before their hands met, the young man

Gunnison had spoken to before stumbled back, dropping a crate that shattered when it hit the

terminal, sending fragments of titanium ore spinning across the bay floor.“Sorry!” he exclaimed,

pushing between Gunnison and Grey. “I’ll get these collected.”Grey looked annoyed, but he

stepped back. “Thank you again, Creek Gunnison.”Salvo didn’t like how the man said Gunn’s

name, like he was committing it to memory for some future purpose. She was distracted when

the crewman leaned toward her, pretending to pick up a piece of ore.“Don’t let him touch you,”

he hissed, his eyes flickering up to catch hers for the barest moment.For the first time since

Salvo had laid eyes on him, his head was perfectly clear.13“Why would you tell him your

name?” Salvo hissed.“Relax.” Gunnison waved her off as they made their way back along the

terminal. “I wanted to know what we were up against.”“And?” Salvo sneered. “Has your

staggering intellect been satisfied?”“Salve,” he said, pausing in the walkway, so that the

merchants and tourists had to navigate around them, “relax. He’s just a guy.”“I’m not so sure

about that,” she muttered.“Every crappy person in human history was still just that: a person.”

Gunnison should know. He’d spent enough years being one of them. “We’ll do some more

digging and then go to the feds with what we know.”Salvo bit her lip, looking around at the

passersby rather than meeting his eye. “I think you’re underestimating him.”“So he’s rich,” said

Gunnison dismissively. “Who cares? Not everyone can be bought, you know, and if we just get

some proof, surely Eldridge will help us sort things out. They should arrest this guy. If nothing

else, someone should be interrogating him.”Salvo shook her head again, and a flash of anger

sparked in Gunnison’s chest. “Look, I get that you think I’m an idiot, but you’re the one who

wanted to get involved. Now I’m too involved? Pick a lane, Salve.”She shrugged him off. “Do

whatever you want. I’m going back to the ship.” She stalked off, her shoulders curled up to her

ears, and Gunnison watched until the crowd swallowed her up.Fine. Let her sulk. Gunnison had

plans, and for once, he was actually looking forward to them.There were plenty of upscale

restaurants in this part of the settlement. Now that his pockets were lined with Grey’s chitcoin,

Gunnison could afford something better than Homegrown™, and he intended to indulge

himself.He settled on a diner, one that wouldn’t break the bank—Salvo would only scold him

again if he blew too much chitcoin at a single sitting, but this was why they’d taken on the

stupid warrant anyway, wasn’t it? To get away from the taste of mushroom pulp. Besides, if he

was going to take on Grey, he deserved to treat himself.Gunnison started with eggs, and he

kept ordering until he was full.Hazy with pleasure—gods, when was the last time he’d eaten

real food?—he handed over his ID to the waiter.“Sorry,” said the young man. “It’s not

working.”“What do you mean, not working?”The boy grimaced. “Declined, sir.”Gunn pulled up

his tablet, navigating to his bank account. It was empty. Is Salvo messing with me? “What the—

listen, there’s a mistake. I just got paid today.”The waiter’s smile became fixed. It was an

expression Gunnison had often made himself when dealing with liars.Gunnison held up a

hand. “Listen, this isn’t your problem. It must have been hacked. I’ll sort it out tomorrow. Any

chance I can put the meal on a tab until then?”The production that ensued would have put the



feds to shame. It’s just a meal, thought Gunnison, feeling surly. In the end, he had to surrender

one of his ID cards, with the warning that it would be turned over to a warrant officer if he didn’t

return to pay his debts by the end of the next day.By the time he stomped back to his quarters,

Gunnison was in a foul mood. He scanned his entry card, determined to spend the rest of the

day thinking about something else. Anything else.The door didn’t open.“For the gods’ sake,” he

snarled, smashing his boot against the door. It didn’t budge. He swiped it again, figuring that it

must not have read, but the lock beeped and the light turned red.The card itself was fine, but

the door didn’t recognize it anymore.“What in the name of—”With a hum, the door opened,

revealing the thin man on the other side.“What are you doing here?” asked Gunnison. “I swear,

if you broke the doorlock getting in…”The young crewmember from the Phoebus grabbed him

by the shirt, dragged him in, and slammed the doorlock shut after him.“Were you followed?” he

hissed.Gunnison stepped back to examine the man. He was pale and sweaty, with bright blue

veins pulsing just beneath his skin. Drugs, thought Gunnison grimly. He’s probably up to his

eyeballs in White Cloud.“What’s your name?”The man shuddered. “Dantry.”“Everything’s going

to be fine, Dantry,” Gunnison said, holding out his hands where the crewman could see them.

Addicts could be twitchy, as Gunnison himself knew first-hand. He’d had a long enough day

already; he didn’t need this kid taking a run at him. “Are you all right? We can get you help if

you need it.”“You shouldn’t have told him your name.” Dantry ran his hands through his hair

frantically. “Why would you do that? Didn’t you know he’d come after you?”“Who?” asked

Gunnison. “Grey?”Dantry flinched. “Yes. That’s why I came. To warn you. You shouldn’t have…

he’ll get in your head. Why did you go looking for him in the first place?”“It’s okay,” said

Gunnison, falling back on the soothing tone of voice he usually reserved for frightened children

and gunshot victims. “You’re safe now.”“Nobody’s safe while Grey’s around,” said Dantry. “Has

he come for you yet?”“I’m perfectly—” Gunnison started, and then paused. What happened to

our chitcoin? A hacked account was just about routine, but the door not recognizing his

keycard?That was weird.It might be a coincidence, but the panicked stranger in his quarters

didn’t seem to think it was, and Gunnison wasn’t stupid.“So it’s starting,” said Dantry, sinking

down onto Gunnison’s cot. He looked surprisingly lucid. “He did something already,

right?”Gunnison licked his lips. “Dantry. What do you know about Kri?”Dantry fidgeted, plucking

at the soft skin at his elbow. “Nothing.”“Listen.” Gunnison crouched down next to him. “Do you

know what happened on Kri? Because I think that this guy, Grey…”“He gets in your head,”

Dantry said, his tone pleading. “He makes you see things, makes you feel things that aren’t

real. But he makes them real.”The skin at his elbow broke open under Dantry’s fingernails, and

a thin trickle of blood ran down his forearm. Gently, Gunnison took the other man’s wrist and

lifted it away. Dantry looked down in surprise.“How does he do it?” asked Gunnison.Dantry

opened his mouth, then shook his head. “How does… who?” His expression was vacant and

utterly calm. He tugged his hand free of Gunnison’s grasp and went back to picking at the

wound on his elbow.Gunnison knew a little bit about the history of mind control

experimentation. There had been rumors for years about the military getting soldiers high on

White Cloud and brainwashing them into doing all sorts of terrible things. He’d even heard of

the phantom frequency; it was supposed to make people go mad, hurting themselves or

people around them. There might even be a little truth to the rumors, Gunnison suspected, but

he’d never seen anything like this… a switch in somebody’s mind that you could flip on and

off.“Dantry,” Gunnison repeated, “how does Grey get in your head?”Dantry’s eyes opened wide,

and he leaned forward, sucking in a breath. “Don’t let him touch you.”“Is that how he does

it?”Dantry stood up, clawing frantically at his arm. “I should go. He’ll know I was here. You can’t

hide anything from him.”“Let me help you,” said Gunnison, painfully aware that it might not be



possible. They should have done things Salvo’s way. She was right—he was always making

stupid mistakes, barging head-first into situations that required tact.Dantry stumbled toward the

door, and Gunnison reached for him.“Do you know what Grey did on Kri?” he asked, a last-

ditch attempt to get answers from the only man who seemed ready to offer him any.He could

picture how it might have gone. A whole settlement, their heads twisted up like Dantry’s,

clawing at themselves, at the doors, half lucidly terrified, half absent from their own

minds.Gunnison had thought that a blackout would be the worst way to die, but at least it would

be quick. This was worse.Dantry ran a bloody hand through his hair. His arm was stained red

to the wrist by now. “You aren’t safe,” he said. “Grey will be after you.”“Why?” asked

Gunnison.Dantry backed away, swiping his thumb over the door’s lock. He gave Gunnison one

last, hopeless look and turned away.From outside, there came the low boom of a military-grade

sonic gun. Before he even left the doorway, Dantry dropped like a stone. What was left of his

face was pointed toward Gunnison. It lay too close to the floor; the back of his skull had

collapsed under the force of the impact, leaving nothing but a fine spray of bone and grey

matter in its wake.If he had any last words, they were lost in the second blast to his chest, and

he went completely still.14There was a rustle of movement in the hall, and Gunnison dropped

to the floor, rolling under his low cot before whoever had killed Dantry could step into view and

spot him.A pair of black boots appeared on either side of Dantry’s head. Lying at floor level,

Gunnison was eye-to-eye with the dead man. Dantry’s brown eyes were already glossy, and his

skin was pale. The wound in his arm, caused by his own nervous picking, was still bleeding,

and a red trickle ran from his mouth.“This the guy?” asked one of the owners of the boots; a

man, big by the sound of him.“Dunno,” a woman’s voice replied. “Probably, right? This is his

room.”Gunnison held his breath. They hadn’t been here for Dantry. They were here for him.“You

think he’s finished?” asked the woman.How could he not be? thought Gunnison. If the lack of

skull didn’t give it away, the fact that his shirt and skin had been blown back through his ribcage

should have clinched it.The man grunted, and Gunnison closed his eyes just as the third shot

connected with Dantry’s head. The percussive impact of the shot was accompanied by a

crunch of bone.At least now, Dantry no longer had a face for Gunnison to stare into.“Double-

tap,” the guy said. “Always a good choice.”“Hurry up,” said the woman impatiently. “Let’s dump

him in the room and get out of here.”The man prodded the toe of his boot against what was left

of Dantry’s skull. “Listen, I’m not cleaning this up.”The woman sighed and bent down, hooking

her arms under Dantry’s shoulders and dragging his body into Gunnison’s quarters. Gunnison

caught a brief glance of her face: the high cheekbone, the proud nose.“What’s the deal with

this guy, anyway?” asked the man. “He’s some kind of spy or something?”“Terrorist,” grunted

the woman, letting Dantry’s body drop the moment they were inside. “Didn’t you read the

memo? He wasted a whole colony. It’s hush-hush until the higher-ups can call the affair settled.

We make it look like a hit and run, the higher-ups sweep it under the rug, and everyone goes

home happy.”“Except him,” said the man, prodding Dantry again.Higher-ups. The part of

Gunnison’s mind that wasn’t preoccupied with keeping his eggs down registered the

implications.Those were fed-issued boots.“We done here?” asked the man.“As far as I’m

concerned.” The woman laughed. “Rest in peace, Creek Gunnison, you traitorous

bastard.”Gunnison stayed silent as the pair of them trooped out. Then, for a long time, he lay in

total stillness. Partly to be sure he was alone, and partly because he didn’t know what else to

do.And partly because he didn’t want to look at the dead man who was supposed to be

him.After what felt like a very long time, Gunnison crawled out from under the cot. He didn’t

doubt for a moment that Grey had sent the pair of feds after him. Dantry’s warning pushed any

lingering uncertainty out of his mind.It was sounding more and more like Salvo’s theory was



right.Salvo. He hadn’t told her name to Grey, but once the man had Gunnison’s records, she

wouldn’t be too hard to track down. Gunnison clutched the front of his shirt, making himself

look at Dantry long and hard. If the feds came after Salvo for this, it would be his fault. His fault

for wanting to take Grey’s measure. His fault for bringing in Regency’s stolen ship. His damn

fault for taking the warrant in the first place.He wished that he could warn her, but stepping out

of his door now would be suicide. Someone would spot him sooner or later, and if the feds

were after him, there would be no escaping them. The Pasiphae would be bugged by now. If

they could come after his bank and his ID, they could come after his ship even more easily.

From now on, there would be nobody he could trust but Salvo.And Regency Walker.But how do

I get to her? Gunnison looked up at the ceiling, almost in prayer, and his gaze snagged on the

vent cover over his bed.“I wonder…” he muttered, climbing up onto the cot. It would be a tight

fit, but he could probably pull himself up. Once the cover was off, it would be impossible to

replace from the inside. It might tip someone off that something was amiss, but eventually

someone would come by and realize that the dead man in his room was not, in fact, him.It

wasn’t a matter of escaping, now. It was a matter of buying time.With a grunt, Gunnison yanked

the vent cover free, sending a shower of dust down on the cot. He coughed. It would be

cramped up there, and he’d be running blind. He would have no way to know if he was even

headed the right way.Well, he might as well die stuck in the air vent as sit here and wait for the

feds to come back, or for Grey to pull the plug on Ilium. This way, at least, whoever was left

alive would be forced to smell his corpse.Gunnison gave Dantry’s remains one last pitying look.

“See you on the other side, friend,” he said. “Hopefully later rather than sooner, but we’ll

see.”Then he pulled himself up into the darkness.Part 2Run15Salvo had wanted to get away

from everything. Zipping through the black had always put her at ease. As a child, she’d

imagined what it would be like to live on Earth, but looking out at the sky had never felt like

enough. Salvo wanted to be in it.This time, she went out with no destination in mind. She

needed a chance to think, and as long as she was in the same settlement as Grey, that was

going to be impossible.As the stars slid past outside, Salvo pulled up the artificial intelligence

she’d installed on Pasiphae’s systems. It was one of the free programs, nothing fancy, but

sometimes it was nice not to be in her own head all the time.“Who is Daedalus Grey?” she

asked the AI.After a brief pause—the lag out here was unbearable at times—the AI chirped,

“No records found.”Salvo banged her fist on the dash. Her feed had told her as much, but that

didn’t make sense.As she slumped over, trying to make sense of a blind spot she’d never

encountered, an alert flashed up on her feed.Account compromised.“If Gunn’s buying drinks

again…” she muttered, but when she pulled up their joint account, her mouth went

dry.Nothing.Someone had hacked them for everything they had.“Oh, hell’s bells,” she

muttered.“Hell’s Bells,” echoed the ever-helpful AI, “a late-era Earth song by—”“Off,” snapped

Salvo.The AI pinged. “A new warrant has been added to the network listing. Would you like me

to read it back to you?”“No, no. Just shut up.” Salvo rubbed her temples. “Okay, someone

hacked our account. We can fix that.”Even as she said it, her feed updated. Account

locked.Well, at least the bank was paying attention. They must have noticed that something

was weird and put a hold on their cards. All they would have to do was—Account closed.“What

is going on?” Salvo muttered.She tried to pull up her private account. Friends didn’t need to tell

each other everything, even if they worked together, and Salvo was nothing if not practical. A

smart woman always had her own savings.Except that account was closed, too.An unpleasant

feeling came over her, and she tried pulling up other files: their docking history, her medical

background, Gunn’s public records from the dark days when he’d been alone and half-pickled

in Back Acre.Locked, frozen, and deleted.“Hey,” she said aloud, her stomach churning, “I



changed my mind. Read that warrant back to me.”The AI pinged. “New warrant in your

quadrant! Reads as follows: Wanted: The crew of the private vessel Pasiphae, Creek Gunnison

and Uma Salvo. Both are considered to be armed and dangerous. Lethal force permitted.”Salvo

swore. This wasn’t a random hack. The memory of Daedalus Grey’s pale eyes made her skin

crawl. The attack on their account wasn’t a coincidence. He was shutting them down as surely

as he’d pulled the plug on Kri. This was Gunnison’s fault. If he hadn’t had to do his manly,

macho showdown crap…He was still on Ilium. The realization made Salvo actually rock back in

her seat. Gunnison was right in the line of fire, and he had no way of knowing what was coming

for him. He was probably in his quarters right now.He was probably already dead.Salvo tried to

swallow, but she could feel panic setting in. If he’d been on board, they could have taken off

into the black. It would be hard to disappear, but not impossible. In a way, Grey was making it

easier by deleting their digital footprints. They could set up new identities. In a settlement like

Ilium, fake IDs would raise red flags immediately, but out on the frontier it was possible to

disappear. People did it all the time.Or they died and nobody knew about it. Either way, it was a

gamble rather than a guaranteed loss.The prospect was risky, but it was better than hanging

around and waiting to be nullified by a guy who could fill people’s heads with smoke.If Salvo

went back to Ilium, she’d be as good as dead.If she didn’t go back, Gunn would be as good as

dead.But what if he was dead already? There would be no sense in Salvo offering herself up

as a sacrifice. Maybe she should take off on her own. That was what Gunn would want, wasn’t

it?As she sat there, the AI pinged again. “Warrant update: Creek Gunnison dispatched. Warrant

on Uma Salvo and the private vessel Pasiphae still open.”Salvo gripped the arm of her chair

while the room around her spun. So, that was it. Gunn was gone.The last time she’d seen him,

she’d been angry. She’d told him that he was being stupid. Her final words to him had been

indifferent: Do whatever you want. She should have tried harder to make him see sense. They

squabbled; they made up. It was kind of their thing.And now, she’d never get the chance.The

thought was difficult to process. Impossible, even. She’d been so afraid of losing Gunn when he

took the bullet during their last firefight; she’d sat by him in the medical ward for days, hoping

he’d pull through. She’d tried to imagine the universe without him, and now, here she was,

living in that universe.There was no time to think about it. Her decision was made for her.It was

time to leave Ilium behind.She made it almost to the edge of Ilium’s datafield range before she

saw the ship tracking her. The vessel was running dark, so it didn’t show up on her radar; she

only spotted it when a shadow passed between her side mirrors and a nearby moon.Salvo

launched the drones, splitting her attention between the nav board and her tablet. There was

no way she’d be as effective on her own as she was with Gunn, but what did it matter now? His

seat was empty, and it would always be empty. She’d have to learn to fly solo.When they’d

chased her down, Regency had only launched one drone; Salvo launched three. They’d need

to come in at different angles, targeting the other ship’s blind spots. She locked them into

position, setting them to cruise control. They’d follow the other ship automatically now, staying

in set positions at a set distance, even when the ship changed speed.When the drones were in

place, Salvo took a deep breath, said a quiet prayer to an Earth god she didn’t quite believe in,

and skipped.Gunnison had been a hell of a lot better at it than she was. Even when she wasn’t

at the controls, the momentum of skipping made Salvo’s stomach lurch. Gunn had been a

professional; she was not. When Salvo skipped, it was twice as bad, because she could never

keep the motion smooth.The Pasiphae jumped toward lightspeed, then slowed when Salvo

braked. The motion sent her flying forward, slamming her ribcage painfully against the

dash.Still, it worked. The moment she skipped, the ship behind her came to life, bringing all

their systems back online.Perfect. That would give the drones something to hit.Salvo set the



drones on a ten-second timer, then lurched back to the turret, swinging it around to take aim at

her pursuer. The timer ticked down on her feed as she took aim.Five… four… three…She fired

her first shot, and the other ship rocked off its axis. Two seconds later, all three drones fired,

sending ripples of static across the other ship’s hull. By the time their field restabilized, Salvo

had fired off a second shot and was back in her seat.They’d know about the drones by now.

Salvo’s finger hesitated over the controls, but there was nothing for it. If she tried to recall them,

the other ship would just shoot them out of the black.She set all three to destruct, and then

skipped again.Regency Walker was an amateur, Salvo thought smugly. Her pursuer would be

left to limp home through the black. Half their stellar panels had been damaged, and with any

luck the other half would be compromised.Grinning, she skipped a third time.She hadn’t

spotted the other ship.They were running dark, too, but the moment she braked, they went

bright and netted her. Salvo slammed her hand against the throttle, cursing in a dead

language, but they’d taken over her controls.The nav board hummed to life, and the blurry

picture of the second ship’s captain popped up on her main screen.“Uma Salvo, you are under

arrest. Per Federal Unified Space Code Article 17, you are required to remand your ship into

custody. Any further attempt to avoid capture will result in termination. This is your last

warning.”“Hang on, are you feds?” Salvo asked, but they’d muted her. Her words echoed

through Pasiphae’s cabin, but stopped there.She’d fired on a federal vessel.Grey may have

sold them some story about her and Gunnison that had gotten them labeled as terrorists.

Whatever they thought they wanted Salvo for, they could now add resisting arrest to the list,

and it wouldn’t even be a lie.They’d gotten her, as surely as they’d gotten Gunn.16Gunnison

was not a small man, and the vents were a tight fit. He had to wriggle along on his belly, like

some sort of old-world serpent, and hope that he was headed the right way. There would be no

turning around in this cramped space.He’d decided to head in the direction the air pressure

was coming from. At least he could be sure that whatever mechanism generated the oxygen

flow lay in the bowels of the settlement. For all he knew, outgoing air was forced into the black

at the end of the system.“An implant like Salvo’s would be really handy just now,” he muttered.

That way he’d be able to see the layout of the station and navigate from the inside. As it was,

he had to guess, based mostly on memory.From time to time, he came across a slotted vent

cover, and was able to peer out into whatever part of Ilium he happened to be above. At first, it

was nothing but the quarters adjoining his, and he had to move slowly, afraid to alert the other

occupants of his presence.Not that any of them seemed particularly disturbed by a series of

gunshots, he thought bitterly. The memory of Dantry’s ruined face made him move even faster.

The moment that someone figured out they had nulled the wrong guy, every fed in Ilium would

be out to get him.Gradually, the twists and turns of the vent shafts led Gunnison down into the

heart of Ilium. He began to sweat, and his shirt clung to his back.How much hotter can it get?

he wondered. When he peered through a grate, the first he’d passed in almost twenty minutes,

he realized why it felt like he was crawling through a room made of fire.Below him lay the

station’s core. The enormous rotating mechanism stood nearly twenty meters tall, and ran

lengthwise through a room three times the size of the Parc. Pasiphae could have easily fit

inside it—if the heat wouldn’t have reduced her to smoke and slag.Gunnison paused, struck by

the uncomfortable notion that if Grey got down here, he could do some real damage. Once a

year, the core was powered down for maintenance, but only in sections, and only when the

backup generators were fully charged; citizens who could afford it arranged to be elsewhere on

those days, just in case. If the system were ever powered down without the right backup

protocols, it would take the lights with it. And the gravity. And the air.For the most part, the core

didn’t require much supervision. Gunnison could only crawl so long before he’d need to find a



place to exit the vents, and the core was as good a spot as any. He’d be less likely to run into

someone down here than he would just about anywhere else, not only because of the heat—

but because, honestly, who would mess with the core of a station they currently inhabited? It

would be suicide.Just look at Kri.With a grunt, Gunnison knocked his shoulder against the vent

cover, wincing when it clattered against the support struts of the core’s outer caging. It toppled

into the core’s heart and disappeared.Melted? Atomized? Hard to say. Gunnison swallowed.

The pulse of a sonic gun to the back of the head might turn a skull into bone fragments, but at

least there would be something left. A core this size could reduce a human body into vapor in

under a millisecond, if some idiot were dumb enough to let himself fall in.Gunnison stared

down at the core and considered his options.He could stay in the vent shaft for a while to see if

anyone would come—but if someone did come, he wanted to be able to fight back, which

would be impossible from up here.Sure, the core might kill you, he thought, trying to will his

inner voice into the kind of grimly optimistic tone Salvo liked to use, but if Grey gets his hands

on you, he won’t be anywhere near as quick about it. Besides, if you fall into this thing, it’s not

like you’ll ever know the difference. Being vaporized won’t hurt.Not for long, anyway.“I gotta talk

to Salvo about her pep talks,” Gunnison muttered.Bracing his arms on either side of the

opening, Gunnison slid out of the vent feet-first.He watched the core’s slow rotation, counting

down the seconds. If he timed it right, he’d be able to land on one of the struts that held the

core in place. Unless it was too slippery to catch. Or too smooth. Or so hot it melted his skin

right off his bones.Come to think of it, Salvo’s pep talks weren’t the only ones that could use

some work.His arms were getting tired. If he was going to have any chance of catching himself,

he needed to jump soon.Gunnison took a deep breath, muttered a soft prayer, and let go.His

arm scraped across the inside of the vent shaft as he fell, stripping away a layer of skin with it.

Gunnison barely had time to register the pain before his feet hit the strut with such force that

his knees buckled. The soles of his boots gave off an acrid scent the moment they touched

metal. Gunnison could feel the heat through his soles.He barely managed to keep from

touching the strut with his bare hands, but by the time he caught his balance, the strut’s flat

surface was already starting to tip sideways. As the soles of his boots melted, Gunnison began

to slide.Gunnison stared down into the core’s center. It would be easy, in one sense, to just let

himself topple in. Better than going out of his mind like Dantry had, anyway. As it was, he might

end up with a broken leg when he jumped, and who would find him? Nobody. He’d lie there,

slow-cooking in the shadow of the core.Well, hell, if he had to go, at least he’d had a decent

last meal.He waited until the last possible moment, then jumped wide, trying to make himself

go as limp as possible to avoid breaking anything important. Gunnison’s ankle rolled when he

hit the floor, and he collapsed onto the ground with a heap. He lay there, waiting for the sound

of boots to come pounding across the diamond-plate flooring, but he’d lucked out. The core

was unguarded.It would have been a relief if he didn’t know about Grey.Gunnison lifted himself

to his feet, testing his ankle. It wasn’t sprained, at least, although what was left of his boot soles

now stuck unpleasantly to the floor. He took a few cautious steps, and when that proved no

issue, he increased his pace.He’d almost grown accustomed to the heat, but as he left the core

behind, he placed a palm on the exposed skin of one arm and hissed. Heck, the thing had

practically cooked him. Gunnison’s parched throat ached for water.At last he reached the

reinforced doors at the end of the walkway. He opened one cautiously, peering out through the

barest sliver of space between the door and the frame.Gunnison’s heart dropped. No wonder

the core wasn’t being guarded from inside the room. He’d come out the wrong end: not into the

maintenance corridors, but right into the feds’ home base.Well, at least I’m close to Regency,

he thought. That’s the goal, right?With deep breath and a silent prayer, Gunnison swung the



door open, right into the face of Everett Eldridge.17For a moment, the two men stood frozen,

staring at each other.“You’re dead,” said Eldridge at last.Gunnison shrugged. “If that’s how it’s

going to be, Sergeant, I’d just as soon you be the one to do it.”Eldridge shook his head. “I’m not

threatening you, just stating a fact.”“How comforting,” said Gunnison drily. “The problem is, I just

watched two of your buddies shoot a guy they thought was me, so I’m afraid I’m not in the most

trusting headspace right now.”Eldridge frowned. “Feds shot you? Well, not you, but…”Reaching

the limits of his patience, Gunnison grabbed the sergeant’s arm. “Listen, I appreciate that you

don’t personally intend to shoot me, but at least two other people do, so can we maybe take

this elsewhere?”“How about my office?”“Or,” suggested Gunnison, “how about to Regency

Walker?”Eldridge’s mouth opened. “Are you here to see her?”“It’s complicated,” said Gunnison,

tightening his grip. “How about you take me to her, and you can sit in on our chat.”Eldridge

hesitated. Gunnison felt for him; a lifetime of following orders was a hard thing to put aside. Still,

he’d seen the uncertainty in the sergeant’s face when his escort took Regency in. He’d known

that something was off, and he wasn’t the kind of guy who would just let that sort of things

slide, no matter what command said.At last Eldridge licked his lips. “Is this about Ambassador

Grey?”“Ambassador?” Gunnison repeated. “That slimeball is here in an official

capacity?”Eldridge swallowed. “That’s the party line.”Gunnison nodded. “Eldridge, whatever

they’ve told you… I know that this doesn’t make sense, but he can get into people’s heads

somehow.”Eldridge nodded, seeming to come to some decision. “I know. I’ve seen it.” With a

quick glance around, he gestured for Gunnison to follow him. “Come on. Let’s get you a

uniform.”One of the advantages of people thinking that you were dead, Gunnison decided, was

that they weren’t looking for you even when you walked around right under their noses. If that

poor bastard Dantry hadn’t tried to warn him about Grey, Gunnison would have had to try a

heck of a lot harder to fly under the radar. As it was, all he had to do was walk and talk and

have a steady pulse, and people assumed that he wasn’t the guy they wanted.“Any word on

my partner?” Gunnison asked, trotting along behind Eldridge. He’d tugged his fed-issue hat

down over his eyes; when someone thought to review the CCTV footage later in an attempt to

track him down, hopefully he’d just look like another faceless grunt.Eldridge sighed. “I’m

already sticking my neck out for you. Don’t ask me for any more favors.”“And I do truly

appreciate it,” said Gunnison tritely. His gun slapped against his back as he moved. It had been

thoughtful of Eldridge to arm him—thoughtful, but probably stupid. The more useful Eldridge

made himself, the harder the ax would fall if anyone found out. Even if he could find some

excuse that would appease his superiors, Grey didn’t seem like the kind of guy who’d let

something like this slide.Eldridge led Gunnison into the heart of the compound. There was no

way Gunnison could have navigated these winding corridors on his own, much less from inside

a vent shaft, much less silently.At last, Eldridge badged into a private hallway and stopped in

front of two officers, his hands behind his back and his legs spread in that macho, aggressive

stance that the feds seemed to love.“Corporal Pritchard,” he said formally. “Corporal

Allen.”“Nice to see you again,” drawled the male officer, and Gunnison’s blood froze. He knew

that voice.Double-tap. Always a good choice.His gaze flicked toward the woman. He’d seen her

profile before, when she’d knelt down to hoist Dantry’s limp shoulders off the floor.Relax, he

thought, they won’t recognize you. Why would they? As far as they’re concerned, they already

shot you.The fact that they’d probably be happy to kill him again didn’t exactly inspire

confidence, though.“We’re here to do a final debriefing on the mod,” said Eldridge. How did he

make his voice sound so mechanical? It made Gunnison’s skin crawl. Everything about the fed

attitude reminded him of those antsy, pacing simulants in the Parc.He forced himself to hold

still, mimicking Eldridge’s stance. If he didn’t, he was going to give himself away.Or hurt



somebody.“No gun again?” said the woman.Eldridge tipped his head toward Gunnison. “If it

tries anything, he’ll shoot it.”The man, Pritchard, scratched his beard. “Don’t I know you,

Private?”“I don’t believe so, sir,” said Gunnison, trying to make his voice as impersonal as

Eldridge’s.Pritchard shrugged as Allen unlocked the door. As Gunnison followed Eldridge into

the room, however, Pritchard caught his arm.“That thing tries anything, don’t waste a second.”

Pritchard mimed holding a gun to his temple. “You waste it.”“Yes, sir,” said Gunnison, and then,

because Salvo was right and he was a cocky idiot, he added, “shoot straight and double-

tap.”Pritchard gave him a twisted smile. “Damn right,” he said.He let go, and Gunnison stepped

through the door, barely letting himself breathe even when it closed behind him. There had

been something in Pritchard’s expression that got under his skin. Grey might have messed with

Dantry’s head, but Pritchard’s cruelty was all his.Gunnison shivered, pulling off his cap and

wiping the sweat off his brow. Then his gaze landed on the corner of the room, where a very

irritable-looking young woman frowned up at him.“You again,” said Regency Walker. “What do

you want?”At first, Gunnison thought she was speaking to him, but her eyes were fixed on

Eldridge. Either she hadn’t recognized Gunnison, or she simply didn’t care.With a nervous

glance toward the doorway, Eldridge crouched down. “He’s here. On Ilium.”“Grey?” Regency

led her head fall back against the wall, the wild dark frizz of her hair puffing out over her face.

“Well then, it’s too late.”“What exactly happened on Kri?” Gunnison asked.Her eyes fixed on

him, and she gave a hollow little laugh. “You, too? We’ve almost got the whole gang back

together. Where’s your girlfriend?”“She’s not… whatever. That’s not important. Grey pulled the

plug on Kri, right?”Regency’s eyebrows rose. “Yeah. Something like that.”“He messes with

people,” Gunnison went on. “How?”She shrugged, pulling her knees tighter to her chest. “I don’t

know. I can only tell you what I saw.”“And what’s that?” asked Eldridge, leaning closer.Regency

bit her lip, looking back and forth between the two of them.“It came on like a plague,” she said

at last. “It didn’t stop until it had no place left to spread. And you should know something else:

Grey wasn’t the one who pulled the plug on my settlement.”“No?” asked Gunnison.“No,”

Regency repeated. “I did.”18Regency Walker hadn’t been born with a head full of wires. She’d

been a perfectly ordinary baby, with soft brown skin, dimpled cheeks, and human eyes

connected by a network of nerves to an equally human brain.She didn’t remember what it felt

like when her head had been filled with perfectly functional soft tissue. What had having eyes

felt like? A brain? Ren could barely recall.Instead, she remembered malfunctions, starting with

the first seizure: how it had bent her body outward from her spine, making it impossible to think

or breathe. She dimly recalled her hands scrabbling at the rough blanket that covered her

childhood cot, the way her own spit had threatened to suffocate her, how everything had

become a haze of light and sound, too intense to bear at first, and then slowly fading away.And

then the fear in her mother’s face when she finally returned to herself.“You’re okay, honey,” Nina

had told her, stroking Ren’s hair. “It’s going to be fine.”Ren had whimpered into her mother’s

shoulder and tried to believe her.At first the seizures had come and gone. She’d have three in a

week, and then months would go by where Ren and Nina could fool themselves into thinking it

was over. The good runs never last. By the time Ren turned fourteen, they were an almost daily

occurrence.Their medic had laid Ren out on a table and connected probes to her temples,

creating a larger-than-life hologram of her brain in the space above her.“See this?” the medic

asked, gesturing to a blue-tinged recreation of the holes in Ren’s frontal lobe. “It’s only getting

worse. We could operate, but…”“What?” Nina had demanded.The medic winced. Medics

weren’t supposed to show concern—even at fourteen Ren had known that—but theirs looked

genuinely distressed.“She’ll likely lose motor function. Parts of her memory might go as

well.”“And if we don’t agree to it?”The medic pointed to the holes. “They grow.”“So I’ll lose my



daughter either way.” Nina had gripped Ren’s hand so hard it hurt. “We can navigate deep

space at lightspeed, but you can’t fix this?”“Some people with a bad prognosis walk away just

fine. Others seem to improve, and then…” He seemed to remember that Ren was listening.

“Well, let’s just say, nothing’s a guarantee.”Ren was dying. She didn’t need a medic to tell her

that. When Nina’s eyes overflowed with tears, Ren simply looked up into the hologram of her

brain, twinkling above her like a supernova on the verge of going dark.Ren’s mother was a

genius. As long as she could remember, all the adults on Kri had told her so. Ren had never

understood why.But she knew that her mother never took no for an answer. That night, leaning

against the table and sipping from a glass of Moonshine®, she’d looked more angry than

scared. “We’re not giving up, kiddo.”Ren hated when adults lied, but Nina had always been

straight with her. Not like that medic, who’d tried to protect her from the truth she could already

feel. “What’s left?”Nina swirled the opaque, silvery liquid around in her glass. If Ren watched

closely enough, she could tell that her mother’s hands were shaking. “What if I… tried

something?”Ren considered this. “Will it kill me?”“Maybe,” Nina admitted.There was no good

option. Left with a choice to trust in luck, medicine, or love, Ren chose love.“Try something,”

Ren said. “Try anything.”Nina had taken her back into what she called her chop shop, where

she ran her business repairing anything and everything mechanical. Most of the other

engineers on Kri stuck to a certain specialty—weapons, ships, tech implants—but Nina did it

all. Under her hands, machines seemed to come to life.When Nina dug out the key for the

locker unit in the corner of the room, Ren stared. She had never seen her mother open the

locker before, and the idea that she might reveal something new inside it was both thrilling and

terrifying.Terrifying because, when Nina opened the locker, a limp mod fell out.Ren jerked

away, squealing in fright.“It’s dead,” Nina assured her, and as if to prove to Ren that it was safe,

Nina placed her foot on the mod’s chest, put her hands on either side of the disturbingly

symmetrical face, and twisted. The mod’s head popped free, and Nina spent a moment

disconnecting all the wires running down from the neck. When she was done, she set the head

on the table, stuffed the rest of the mod back into the locker, and bolted it shut.“You said it was

dead,” Ren pointed out.Nina shrugged. “No point in getting sloppy.”Ren watched in fascination

as her mother opened the mod’s head, exposing an intricate nest of wires and filaments.“You

see what I’m thinking?” asked Nina softly.Ren nodded.“And?”Ren looked up at her mother. “I

trust you.”Nina finished the last of her drink in a single long gulp. “Then let’s do it.”There was no

medic on standby. Nina didn’t have to explain to Ren that what she was doing was

questionable at best, and illegal at worst. Ren didn’t care.“You’ll have to stay conscious for this

part,” said Nina apologetically. “Otherwise, I’m afraid I’ll mess up the data transfer.” She

inserted a small, pointed probe into Ren’s temple, took a deep breath, and tapped it so hard

that it sank through the thin part of Ren’s skull.For a moment, it hurt. Then the familiar static of

the seizures flooded Ren’s vision. She felt her body arcing: not with the spasm of her muscles,

but with a flood of pure electricity. She smelled smoke, tasted the moment when her tongue

split open between the grinding of her teeth.“Ren?” her mother said distantly.A corona of blue

light framed Ren’s vision. And then, darkness.Whenever Nina asked her, Ren promised that

she’d been unconscious for the rest of it.This was only partly true. She remembered sensation,

but no pain, and confusion, but no fear. Nina’s hands were inside her head, rewiring her. The

first part ached, but not badly. Her brain was no longer part of her central nervous system. Ren

was in the motherboard and the wires. She was carbon fiber and bauxite and silica sand.She

was reborn.By the time she truly came back online, Ren felt utterly peaceful. There was

nothing to fear now.“Wake up,” said Nina, squeezing her shoulder. “Ren, honey? Are you in

there?”There was a faint buzzing inside Ren’s skull as her new eyes powered on and began to



load, bringing the world around her into sharp relief.“Mom?” she croaked. Her throat was

dry.“I’m here, honey,” said Nina, stroking her forehead. She was crying, but she was also

laughing through her tears.“What happened to my eyes?” Ren asked, squinting.“I did what I

had to,” said Nina. “But you’re there? Really?”That was the trillion-chitcoin question, wasn’t it,

the one Ren could never satisfactorily answer. She was the same memories, the same

emotions, the same sense of humor, the same fears, but she was no longer sure where the

hardware stopped and the rest of her began. It had plagued her ever since, despite her

mother’s assurance that she wasn’t different, just improved. All Ren wanted was to pretend that

she was a normal girl, the same as she had always been. Sometimes she wondered if she’d

made the right choice, if flawed meat was better than functioning circuitry.Daedalus Grey had

answered that question.19Gunnison stared down at the girl. “You destroyed Kri?”
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characters and plot. Well worth the read. Looking forward to the rest of the series.”

Tony, “Very interesting. This series has a good storyline.  Full of adventure and twists and turns.”

Phil, “A SciFi series you will find impossible to put down until the end.. “Gun and Salvo “ is a

new series from Science Fiction Author Joshua James. This series is a departure from what

James usually writes in that it is not a military Sci-Fi series. Rather, it is an action adventure

series that happens to be set in space; chronicling the exploits of two bounty hunters: Creek

“Gunn” Gunnison and Uma Salvo. In the first book “Galaxy Run” their adventure starts when

they take on a contract to retrieve a stolen ship and apprehend a young girl, Regency “Ren”

Walker. Right from the beginning something about this contract doesn’t feel right. The girl

shows signs of being a “Mod”, a cybernetically enhanced human, even though she bleeds from

a wound suffered in the process. She also displays the emotions of a human, two things a mod

cannot do. Curiosity gets the better of them and Gunn and Salvo decide to try and meet the

person responsible for the contract, an “Ambassador Grey” . As soon as the meet him things

begin to go wrong for them and soon they find themselves first arrested with all of their

accounts and assets seized. With the help of a policeman, Sergeant Everett Eldridge, who also

finds the whole thing suspicious they escape along with Ren , and are able to leave the space

station, however, Eldrige stays behind and is apprehended by Grey; the others get away on

Grey’s ship (which they steal) but find themselves labelled as terrorists with a hefty bounty on

their heads, making it impossible for them to stop lest they be captured. The second book,

“Friendly Fire”, is one filled with lots of plot twists and turns for all of the characters. Gunn and

Salvo have escaped Daedalus Grey as well as a trap he had set for them but Ren is still

trapped inside the ship’s computer and her body is dying. Salvo finds an old friend of hers,

the brilliant Okoli Adichie living on his own private planet. Okoli agrees to help them disconnect

Ren. Here Gunn meets Okoli’s pet, a sentient cat named Hypatia who takes a liking to him. He

also finds a book that explains what Daedalus Grey is (he is a “Dolus”). They meet up with

some old bounty hunter friends who agree to help them, when they are attacked by “Chime” a

“mod” who Grey has sent to bring Ren back. They barely escape but agree that they need to

find the author to learn about what a Dolus is and how they can stop him. In the process, they

cross a portion of dark space where they are attacked, crash-land on a planet, and are taken,

prisoner. Meanwhile, Everett Eldridge has successfully taken back Illium from Grey’s control

and added Grey’s name to the warrant, making him a fugitive as well. He knows this is

temporary until the military which has been corrupted by Grey comes to take it back. Grey

goes to the fugitive planet of Eloi where he is overpowered and taken prisoner by Nassos Uy,

someone with a grudge against the Doluses, particularly Grey’s leader Hecate black. There are

so many twists and turns in Book 2 that the reader is constantly kept on edge. In the third book,

“Calypso End”, things go from bad to worse as The Dolus are down but not out!Hecate Black is

back as she attempts to shut down Illium. Meanwhile, Gunn and his crew face judgment on the

“Dead Planet” while his enemies Chime and Nassos Uy await his re-emergence from the dark

space. The rulers of the planet rule that his ship will be repaired and he and his crew are

allowed to leave. Meanwhile, Illium is under attack and several key members of the team will

not make it. Some will die, others will be absorbed by the Dolus. Gunn and his crew, with the

help of the Breaker robot, defeat the ship sent by Uy and then go back and help the Planet’s

inhabitants destroy the invaders sent by Uy. This episode is a little different with more battles,

both in space and on the ground; with the momentum shifting from one side to the other then

back again, leaving readers on the edge of their seats wondering if Gunn and Salvo (and by



extension, humanity) have a chance of defeating and destroying the Dolus before they destroy

all human settlements and all of humanity.Book four, “Bygone Star” begins with a small victory

for the good guys as an enemy becomes an allyGunn and his leave the Dead Planet and head

to Circe to find Danaeca Brassius to see if she can teach them how to defeat the Dolus. Illium

has fallen, Sergeant Everett Eldridge is dead, as are Apple and K-Pop; Corporal Allen has

been taken by Hecate Black. Chime shows up right behind them and proceeds to commit

mayhem in his attempt to capture Regency Walker. This time however, they stop it and are

able to turn Chime’s allegiance over to them as he also wants to kill Daedalus Grey, but at

great cost to themselves. Meanwhile, Grey has disposed of Nassos Uy and taken over his

entire operation. The more I get into this series the more I like it and the harder I find it to put it

down. It just keeps getting better and better. Download books 1-4; your only regret will be the

sleep you lose as you stay up late with this page  turner of a series.”

Christy, “Meet Gunn and Salvo. I really enjoyed this series so far. In it we meet Gunn and

Salvo, 2 normal bounty hunters who end up caught up in a crazy adventure mystery that sends

them running for their lives and trying to figure out what is going on. I was hooked from the

beginning and entertained the whole story. Had to see how it all figured together and how it

would play out. And how Gunn and Salvo would figure it all out. I was entertained as their

lives end up full of action, adventure, danger and the craziness that is their lives end up. New

and old friends pop in and I got the fun of seeing if they will be good and bad guys as everyone

seems to be after Gunn and Salvo. What what a ride and adventure this story was.

Entertaining and made me laugh. Each story is as crazy as the one before it. Just an

entertaining series full of action, danger and fun scenes that had my fingers crossed everyone

makes it to the end alive and themselves. I rooted for the good guys to win even when things

looked grim a few times. I received an early release and this is my honest opinion, enjoyed

them all.”

Manie Kilian, “Bounty hunted. It is rather an interesting twist to have happen. Bounty hunters

getting to be Bounty hunted themselves!For Gunn and Salvo, an almost routine job going after

a teen that caused a Space station to get wrecked, turned out to be anything but routine. Nor

when curiosity made them fugitives as well.This is an action packed box set with a vibrant

theme that will keep avid SciFi fans interested in a series where surprises and twists are the

order of the day.Enjoy.”

Ann Marie Kirkland, “Very fun romp, with characters that grow on you. I really enjoyed this

series. This is a great way to read them as they do have some good cliff hangers between

books. It's like binging a good show and getting to the end of a season, and knowing you can

still press on, lol.Gunn and Salvo are a good core, but their band of misfits grows both quickly

and organically. They have a good vibe as they pull a bit of family together and there is some

growth as they are working through all the craziness that comes from being hunted by an

unstoppable alien .bad guy. Other are more books to go and I'm looking forward to them!”

R W Billington, “A reasonable read, quite gripping. These were a quite gripping read with

almost understandable characters, although careful reading in place was required to follow the

plot. I liked the four book series but was disappointed with the very quick ending.”

P. Nimmo, “Fast moving interesting book. Good story kept me interested throughout the time it

took to read it, good ideas, and fast moving story. A cast of interesting characters”



Terry Dunn, “A good fun read but aserial, not a series. And not complete.. The story was fun

and galloped along with good characters and entertaining dialogue.Each book is not really a

book, as they run consecutively in a single story from one onto to the next in a series till the

end of ‘book’ four, which leaves the reader hanging!I would heartily recommend it as a great

read but just be warned (spoiler alert) it does not conclude at the end of the fourth episode.”

Steve Taylor, “Easy read. Does not require huge memory to remember characters and events,

easy to pick up and put down”

JohnC, “Fast moving. A real page Turner with many interesting and well developed characters”

The book by Joshua James has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 437 people have provided feedback.
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